{Ariana Antonio}
PROFILE

Enjoys building high quality apps
which integrate clean,
functional code with awesome
design. Loves the lifelong
learning, creative challenges,
and the logic and puzzles that
programming brings. Favorite
phrase is, “Hmm. I don’t know
how to do that. I can’t wait to go
figure it out.”

SKILLS

Swift
Objective-C
Xcode
RESTful APIs
Git/Github
Agile/Scrum
Cocoa Touch
Core Data
SQLite
Interface Builder
Auto Layout

MVC & MVVM
iOS SDK

OPEN SOURCE
CONTRIBUTIONS

BlindWays - Perkins School for
the Blind
Rich Relevance

EDUCATION

Full Sail University

B.S.: Mobile Development
GPA: 3.76
Awards: Valedictorian
Course Director Award - Mobile
Interfaces and Usability

iOS Developer

EXPERIENCE
Raizlabs

October 2015 - April 2017
Position: iOS Developer
Worked as a team on multiple iOS apps for popular brands in both Swift
and Objective C.
Responsible for building out new features quickly and efficiently while
working as part of a team to build quality apps.
Participated in code reviews for project pull requests.
Researched and implemented new technologies and design patterns.
Started as an intern and promoted to developer within four months.

MedFax

June 2014 - October 2015

Position: Objective C Developer
Worked as the sole developer on applications used internally for research
and data collection.
Created and modified database driven Mac and iOS apps using
Objective-C and SQLite.
Successfully streamlined the data entry and research process within the
company by building programs that made the user experience easy and
intuitive.

VOLUNTEER WORK

			
Mentor 2016
Provided mentorship and support to a CODE2040 Fellow as she
		
navigated a summer internship.

CODE2040

Black Girls Code

Technical Workshop Assistant
Helped run workshops teaching basic programming concepts to young 		
girls interesting in coding.

SIDE PROJECTS
Ink After Pink

An app for women who have had a mastectomy due to breast cancer and
are undecided what kind of nipple reconstruction they would like. The user
can upload a photo of their chest, or use a default image the app supplies,
and “try-on” various types of tattoos to aid in their decision. A demo of
this app helped lead to winning a scholarship to WWDC17.

iAspire For Actors

An app that randomly displays an inspirational quote from a famous
actor. Designed for actors in need of a quick dose of inspiration. Currently
available for iPhone, iPad, and Apple Watch.

